Diversity and Inclusion Resources

Reading List:

The Business Case for Racial Equity, Altarum Institute and the W. K. Kellogg Foundation, October 24, 2013

The Inclusion Imperative: How Real Inclusion Creates Better Business and Builds Better Societies, by Stephen Frost

The Costly Business of Discrimination, by Crosby Burns, Center for American Progress, March 2012

The Cost of Employee Turnover Due Solely to Unfairness in the Workplace, by The Level Playing Field Institute, 2007

The Bottom Line: Corporate Performance and Women’s Representation on Boards, Catalyst, 2007

Investment Manager Diversity: The Hardest Taboo to Break, by Emmett D. Carson, Silicon Valley Community Foundation and Michael Miller, Managing Director, Colonial Consulting, LLC

Who Manages the Money? How Foundations Should Democratize Capital: A Case Study of the W K Kellogg Foundation, by Thurman V. White, Jr in cooperation with ABFE: A Philanthropic Partnership for Black Communities

ABFE's Resource List for Foundations Seeking Diverse Managers

Further Reading:


Values-Based Performance: Seven Strategies for Delivering Profits with Principles, by Ira Jackson and Jane Nelson, December 2004